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FREE COMPLETELY DISTRIBUTIVE LATTICES

GEORGE MARKOWSKY1

Abstract. We show that the usual construction of the free distributive

lattice on n generators generalizes to an arbitrary quantity of generators and

actually yields a free completely distributive lattice. Furthermore, for an

infinite number of generators the cardinality of the corresponding free

completely distributive lattice is exactly that of the power set of the power

set of the set of generators.

Free distributive lattices over a finite number of generators have interested

a number of authors over a long period of time (see [1], [4], [5], and [6] for

references). For a finite set, G, of n generators it is well-known that the free

distributive lattice over « generators is isomorphic to the collection of all

closed below subsets of the power set of G. It is also possible to find free

distributive lattices over an infinite number of generators [7]. However, these

are quite different objects.

For a given set X of arbitrary cardinality, we denote by FD(\X\) the

collection of all closed below subsets of the power set (2*) of X. We then

have the following result.

Theorem I. Let X be a set and I: X -> FD(\X\) be given by I(x) = {T c

X\x G T). Then I is well-defined and injective and for any completely distribu-

tive lattice L and map 0: X —> L, there exists a unique lattice homomorphism

©*: FD(\X\)-> L, such that 0* preserves all sups and infs and 0*7 = 0.

(Note that when we say that a lattice is completely distributive, we mean to

imply that it is complete.)

Proof (sketch): Let 0* be given by 0*(7) = supSer {infA.e.s 0(x)}

where T' = {X - S\S E T). Now verify that 0* has all the properties

asserted above.   □

It follows in the usual manner that FD(\X\) is unique up to isomorphism.

This fact and Theorem 1 justify calling FD(\X\) the free completely distribu-

tive lattice on |A"| generators. It is interesting to note that Gaifman [2] and

Hales [3] have shown that there does not exist a Boolean algebra over

countably many generators. For finite sets X, the free distributive lattice on

|A'| generators is often considered to be our FD(\X\) — [0, 2X) (see [1]).

However, to make the mapping property hold we need 0 and 2X, since any
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sup  and  inf preserving  mapping  between  complete  lattices  maps  least

elements to least elements and greatest elements to greatest elements.

Another interesting result about FD(\X\) for infinite X is the following.

Theorem 2. Let X be an infinite set. Then \FD(\X\)\ = |22*|.

Proof (sketch). Clearly, |FX)(|A"|)| < |22*|. Equality will follow once we

construct an injection F: 22" -» FD(\X\). Since X is infinite there exists a

bijection /: (1, 2} x X -* X. For rd, let T* = {/(2, x)\x ET) u

{/(l, x)\x E X -T). Then an injective F may be defined by F(S) ={Ac

*|A cT* for some T E S).   ¡J

This straightforward answer contrasts strikingly with the difficulty of

determining the cardinality of FD (n) for finite n > 0 (see [4]-[6])-

The results in this note appeared in the author's dissertation [6].
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